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You say you know but you don't - Cause it's my time -
Some people say that everything we do is just - Dumb
and useless everything
Is stupid - But I don't believe it - That's why I strive -
While I'm on the inside bleeding - Why - Am I the only
one seeing - Everything is over rated -
Everything is everything so step the fuck back from me
- Hand over hand I'm crawling to my day - My time will
come - Sick of you to notice and
Everybody knows this - You oppose it sit right down and
close - You're eyes - And still I scream while I'm on the
inside bleeding - Why - Am I the
Only one seeing - Everything is overrated everything is
over rated - Say goodbye - Hand over hand I'm
crawling to my day - My time will come -
So lock it up in this sea of trust you can't see what I see
- And those days of pain keep reflecting back at me -
And I paid the cost and all was lost
But still I stood firm - And I see today that I had my
lessons learned - It's my time - And still I scream while
I'm on the inside bleeding - Why am I the
Only one seeing - Everything is over rated everything is
over rated - And that's why I will live my life - Till the
day I day exactly how I want to live it -
So every body know but nobody knows - Nobody knows
nobody knows
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